GPK Connectivity & Security

YOUR CHALLENGE
\\ Complexity of both physical and
digital security and information
security requirements.
\\ Exploding array of digital threats
including hacking, malware,
viruses.

Control business security
and manage your risk

\\ Privacy and data retention
requirements.

Managing risk is critical to your survival, therefore having a
security mindset to operations is of paramount importance.

\\ Adequately trained resources
in infosec and security risk
management.

Capturing video and audio via CCTV
systems and distributing secure data
across networks, the internet, cloud
platforms, and voice systems can
introduce information security and
privacy challenges. To complicate
matters, in Australia, each state has
its own legislation regarding security
service provision. In short, if you are
not dealing with a licensed provider,
you’re at substantial risk. If you deal
with an unlicensed provider the
penalties and impact on business
operations can be substantial.

The simple answer is finding licensed
specialists; however, you might speak
with companies that specialise in
classic on premise video camera
installations or traditional information
security technology solutions,
however what about both? How
do they ensure an integrated risk
minimised approach so the chain
of evidence is maintained?
This is where GPK Group has the
answer with the GPK Connectivity
and Security solution group.

GPK Group Connectivity & Security keeps you
secure and connected to manage risks.

Unifying Technology
1300 000 475

www.gpkgroup.com.au

\\ Legal compliance and regulatory
changes.
\\ Internal and external fraud and
crime prevention.

\\ Managing client and stakeholder
expectations.

YOUR OBJECTIVES
\\ To have a simple method
of identifying threats and
vulnerabilities.
\\ To have a systemised process
of mitigating risk and ensuring
appropriate service coverage.
\\ To have peace of mind that
business continuity impacts will
be minimised should the worst
happen through implementation
of a robust disaster recovery plan.
\\ To be pro-actively updated of
emerging threats.

GPK Connectivity & Security

Our Security Solution
Managing security begins with identifying
vulnerabilities and mitigating risk. GPK Group can
provide qualified, licensed individuals to advise and
install security equipment. We are also a member of
the Security Providers Association of Australia.
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Access Control Systems
revolve around issuing access
credentials to an individual
in the form of proximity
cards, fobs, remotes to a
premise. Every person who
is authorized to enter the
premises will use the device
issued to gain access which
can be recorded to a central
system for monitoring and
control. Access Control
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CCTV security cameras allow
visual surveillance and the
ability to monitor a variety of
environments and activities
either from the site or a
remote location.
There are many reasons why
a business owner might want
to install CCTV. Whether
it’s to capture shoplifters
red-handed or to combat
theft by staff. As a fullservice technology provider,
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OFFICE LOCATIONS:
GPK Melbourne
2/94 Abbott Road, Hallam VIC Australia, 3803
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